JOB VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

IT IS THE POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT THAT QUALIFIED REPUBLIC OF PALAU CITIZENS ARE GIVEN FIRST PRIORITY FOR EMPLOYMENT CONSIDERATION; WITH UNITED STATES CITIZENS AND, SUBSEQUENTLY, THIRD COUNTRY NATIONALS UTILIZED IN POSITIONS FOR WHICH QUALIFIED REPUBLIC OF PALAU CITIZENS ARE NOT AVAILABLE.


POSITION TITLE: AFIS OBSERVER

SALARY: GL-7/1, $358.19 + 15% ND +15% HZ B/W

LOCATION: BUREAU OF AVIATION
MINISTRY OF PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE, INDUSTRY & COMMERCE
KOROR, REPUBLIC OF PALAU

SOURCE OF FUND: LOCAL

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Coordinates search and rescue communications, medical evacuations and similar emergency operations. Assist in conducting studies for weather advisory operations, including directions of wind, studies of clouds temperatures, pressure, altimeter setting and all associated weather information....................25%
- Direct and communicate with all flight operating at our runway before taking off or landing...........50%
- Communications maintain operational security requirements including safeguarding secrecy of individual messages. Detect equipment’s malfunctions and report them in accordance with maintenance procedures..........20%
- Participates in on-the-job training regarding the policies and procedures of the Airport Authority and Weather Services; Works under general supervision and perform other related duties as assigned.................5%

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS:

High School Diploma plus some technical training with at least one (1) year of work related experience.